Assessing retinal/neural function in patients with cataract using oscillatory displacement thresholds.
Oscillatory displacement threshold (ODT) measurement has been proposed as a useful means of assessing retinal/neural function behind cataract. In order to examine the qualitative predictive ability of this technique, the influence of age, simulated cataract, and various posterior segment disorders upon ODT's were investigated. In a separate investigation, thresholds were measured in 30 cataract patients on the eve of surgery, and again 6 to 8 weeks postoperatively. ODT's were found to increase with age (p < 0.001) and were highly resistant to the effects of image degradation as produced by simulated cataract. In addition, thresholds were sensitive to the presence of retinal/neural disorders (p << 0.001). Although not completely independent of the presence of cataract, higher ODT's were measured in cataract patients with coexistent retinal/neural dysfunction than was the case for patients with normal posterior segments (p < 0.001). Preoperative ODT measurement may offer a means of distinguishing between the optical and retinal/neural components of visual impairment in patients with cataract.